
 
 
TRUCK TERMINAL USE REGULATIONS 
 
I. INITIAL PROVISIONS 
 
1. These regulations shall rule the use of the truck terminal. The regulations are published   
    on the treminal itself and on the web site www.luka-kp.si. 
2. The terminal is a public parking place for commercial vehicle-truck parking. 
3. The provisions of these rules shall apply for the transport operators who use the truck   
    terminal. 
4. The contract on the usage of parking lots stipulated by and between the terminal  
    manager and truck operator shall exclude the usage of the provisions herby only if stated     
    otherwise in the contract. 
 
II. THE SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
5. The truck terminal manager shall provide to the users only parking lot but not the vehicle  
    security. 
6. A special contract for the additional payment shall be required in order to provide the  
    vehicle security services. 
 
III. TARIFF 
 
7. The services of the usage of the truck terminal shall be charged on the basis of the price  
    list exposed at the truck terminal entrance. 
 
IV. OPERATION AND TERMINAL USAGE 
 
8. Truck terminal operates 24 hours a day all year. 
9. Vehicles carrying livestock, special freight and dangerous substances are not allowed to  
    enter the truck terminal. 
10. The users of the parking lots must observe road traffic regulations, signs on and by the  
     cart-road and follow the instructions of the terminal personnel. 
11. At the terminal, the cart-roads shall follow the regime of the one-way traffic. 
12. The vehicles are not allowed to stop on cart-roads. Overtaking, turning of the vehicles  
     and reverse driving are also forbidden on cart-roads.  
13. On the parking place, the engines of all vehicles must be switched off. 
14. The entrance to the terminal is allowed only to personal vehicles of the contractors with  
      the purpose of personal belongings delivery. 
15. Personal vehicles can be parked only on specially marked places. 
16. It is not allowed to park personal vehicles of contractors on the parking places  
     designed for commercial vehicles-trucks and on the places reserved for personnel's  
     vehicles. 
17. The user should not arbitrarily transfer the right to park a vehicle to another vehicle.  
18. It is not allowed to leave objects which due to their nature can cause explosion or fire. 
19. Trucks headed to the Port of Koper can leave the terminal only when the documents   
     issued by the forwarding agent – Loading order – Unloading and Disposition are   
     arranged. 
20. On the truck terminal, the maximum allowed driving speed is 10 km/h and the minimum 
     distance between the vehicles is 5 metres. 
21. Repairing, services (oil change, coolling liquid change, etc.) and vehicle wash are not  
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     allowed on the terminal. Only daily preventive checks and neccessary repairs of the  
     unexpected defects connected with the security and operation of the vehicle, previously  
     approved by the terminal employee, are allowed. 
22. Smoking is allowed only on specially marked places. 
23. It is not allowed to cause excessive noise (honking etc.) on the terminal, especially  
     between 22 p.m. and 6 a.m.  
24. It is not allowed to dispose any material, except the urban waste which must be  
     disposed in specially designed garbage cans. In case of waste disposal contrary to this  
     provision, the terminal manager shall dispose the waste at the expense of the terminal  
     user and charge the service on the basis of the price list of the authorized organization   
     which provides waste disposal. 
25. In case of spill (fuel, oil, etc.) from the vehicle, the generator of the damage – the user  
     of the terminal, is obliged to cover all the expenses incurred for cleaning and restoratzion  
     of the terminal area as well as disposal of the cleaning waste.  
26. The terminal manager can prevent the entrance to the terminal to any vehicle  
     unprovided with the compulsory insurance. 
27. On the request of the terminal employee, the terminal user is obliged to show the proof  
     of vehicle insurance. 
 
V. WARRANT AGAINST DAMAGE 
 
28. The manager shall warrant against the damage on vehicles and other assets of the  
      terminal users only in case the damage was intentional or caused because of serious  
      negligence.  
29. The manager shall be liable for the damage resulting from theft of the vehicle, vehicle  
      parts or the freight on the vehicle, only if special contract for vehicle security services  
      has been concluded. 
30. In neither case the terminal manager shall be liable for the damage incurred due to the  
      truck terminal usage contrary to the provisions of these rules. 
 
VI. CLAIM INSURANCE 
 
31. In order to insure the claims, the terminal manager shall have a lien on vehicles and  
     other assets of truck terminal users. The aforesaid objects can be seized by the terminal  
     manager and sold in order to cover the claims. 
32. Before the sale, the terminal manager is obliged to allow the user the possibility to pay  
     the claim within 8 days. 
 
VII. VEHICLE DISPOSAL 
 
33. The terminal manager shall be entitled to dispose the vehicle at the expenses of the  
      terminal user in the following cases: 
- if the vehicle is loaded with dangerous freight or any freight which is not allowed to be  
  brought to the terminal 
- if the vehicles parked on the terminal area are unprovided with compulsory insurance 
- if the provisions of these rules are infringed. 
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